
A positive direction
It's been 17 years since it happened -- but I still remember it.

No -- it's nothing quite as melodramatic as you might think -- it was a mistake. It
was a very little mistake. But I gained a lot of wisdom because of it.

I was spending a week in Bedford, New Hampshire, doing some systems
training. Each day, I would take the freeway from the company to my home-
away-from-home, the Sheraton Wayfarer.

The Wayfarer Inn, as it's now called (by the way, I heartily recommend it) sits
close to a local freeway -- and a local toll road. Each day, I'd take an exit that I
thought would take me to the Wayfarer -- and each day, I'd wind up getting on a
toll road, heading to Nashua (I also heartily recommend Nashua).

I would find myself on this toll road, which I would traverse for several miles,
before getting off the road, paying my toll, and taking U.S. Highway 3 back to the
Wayfarer.

The freeway exit had a problem -- the exit for the toll road, and the exit for the
Wayfarer, were adjacent. At high speed, a tourist like myself could easily mistake
one for the other.

I grew to like Highway 3 -- and I started to think of my wrong turn as the way to
the hotel.

I'm told they've re-engineered that exit in the years since, to make it more
obvious which exit you take -- but I learned an important concept from my wrong
turn.

Here it is: It doesn't really matter how many wrong turns you have taken in
life, as long as you turn around and get on the right path.

I don't want this Monday Motivation to sound like religion -- we have a lot of
different faiths, and a lot of different ideas -- but mankind shares a few common
mistaken concepts, which sometimes get us going on the wrong road.

Common Mistaken Concept Number One: When you make a mistake, you're
just going to have to live with it.
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This is the silliest concept that I could think of -- except for a Yak driving a
Cadillac -- because it assumes that once you've made a mistake, you've got to
continue down the same path.

Have you ever heard the proverb "Well, you've made your bed, so now you've
got to lie in it?" Silly thing, isn't it? Why not remake the bed?

Sure, I understand the concept behind this silly concept -- when you do
something, you've got to deal with the consequences -- but it's just plain dumb.
This one is trotted out by parents to deal with errant teenagers. Sure --
sometimes you do something stupid, and you have to bear the consequences --
but some people, even people who love you, will have you decide that once
you've made a mistake, you can't turn around.

Learn from my Wayfarer experience -- you can turn around -- but sometimes, you
have to pay a toll.

All across the world, there are adults who dropped out of high school, for one
reason or another. They have paid the price all these years, because they made
a stupid error. Some of them put it behind them, go back to school, and gain
graduation as an adult. Most of them don't. They've decided that "they made their
bed."

A woman I knew dropped out of high school because she was pregnant. She
says she'll get her "GED" (high school diploma equivalent) one of these days, but
so far, "one of these days" hasn't come yet. I doubt it'll ever come. She hasn't
turned around yet.

Think of yourself -- when you drive to work in the morning, you take a road that, if
you don't turn off, will likely take you thousands of miles out of your way. You turn
off that road. People can turn off of wrong roads in their lives just as easily -- but
they usually think they have to keep going.

Are you driving down the wrong road in life? If so, turn around! Are you
following a path that you don't want to follow? If so, turn off that path!

Common Mistaken Concept Number Two: Some people are born positive, and
people are born negative.

Well, I doubt there are any dogs reading this piece -- although on the Internet,
how could I know if you're actually an Irish Terrier.  Still, I'll take a chance. I
assume you are a person -- and as a person, you have the ability to think.



You have the right to decide how to view life. You have the ability to decide to
view a situation as positive or negative. You have the capacity to change your
lot in life -- you're not an animal, who has to accept whatever it's given.

Did you know -- some dogs will happily love their owner, even when the owner is
cruel to the animal. The dog takes what it is given. Although I love dogs, despite
their rather unique ideas about hygiene, people aren't dogs. People have the
ability to choose their frame of mind.

I'm sure you've heard about the prisoners of war during Vietnam or World War II
who sustained themselves, despite all of the torture they were subjected to. As
Viktor Frankl related in his book "Man's Search for Meaning," they decided to
live.

No matter how much we go through in our lives, we still have control over at least
one thing -- how we will view a situation. We may not have control over the
situation, or the ultimate result, but we can dictate how we will view the outcome.

Common Mistaken Concept Number Three: Somebody else will tell me where
to go, and what to do.

Sure -- there are a lot of people who will tell you where to go -- some of them for
free, some of them for a price, and some of them because you pulled in front of
them on a freeway onramp.

But what is their advice worth? Do they really know where you want to wind up?

It's certain that we all need a bit of help from time to time -- but ultimately, we
should be the ones who are determining our ultimate destination -- not the
"Psychic Friends Hotline."

Life is what you make it -- but if you wait for someone else to tell you how to live
your life, you're going to be all lived out.

If you still want to know where to go with your life, just ask your spouse -- they'll
tell you.

But you're much better off knowing where you want to wind up, first. Otherwise,
you're just waving in the wind, being blown here or there like a "tumbleweed."

Common Mistaken Concept Number Four: Leaders are born, not made.

Hogwash! Can't be a leader? Just more silliness.

What makes a leader? Followers! How do you gain followers? Develop some
good ideas, learn some excellent information, and then set off in the right



direction. Pretty soon, you look behind you and people will be following you. (If
they aren't, maybe they know something you don't know).

Almost anybody can be a leader -- all it takes is wisdom, energy, and desire.
You're already a "born leader."

Common Mistaken Concept Number Five: When you're beat, you're beat.
I've heard this one a lot -- and it's the most untrue of the lot.

You're never beat, as long as you keep trying.

You're like a fighter in a ring -- you may get knocked around a bit, but you're not
knocked out until you stay down.

Times may get tough -- heaven knows times are tough for a lot of people right
now -- but you have to keep trying, striving, and growing, until times get better.

Life is cyclical -- downturns go up; upturns come down. What matters is that
when you're down, you're still working to climb up again -- and when you're up,
you're making plans to keep your climbing successful.

You're never beat until you let yourself be beat.

Much as I like Nashua, I liked to see it on my own terms, not because I took a
wrong road -- and even though there may be good things each of us can learn
from our wrong turns in life, that doesn't mean we should stay on the wrong road,
just because that's the one we happened to turn onto.

We're all Wayfarers in life -- and we're all occasionally going to have to pay our
tolls, and turn around.

This Monday Motivation is written for early January. By now, most of you who
make "resolutions" have either stayed on track, or you've strayed off of the
positive road. Many of us have made other mistakes in life -- some of them are
very big mistakes. Some of the roads we've taken have led us to accidents, or
trouble, or heartache.

Although we cannot fully mend the old heartaches caused by the negative roads
we've taken, we can choose to turn around, and find our way back to a positive
road and a positive home.
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